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Let’s start with some (mostly technical) applicationsLet’s start with some (mostly technical) applications



DenoisingDenoising







“Denoising of photographic images and video”, 
M. Bertalmío (Ed.), Springer (2018) 



How to improve your denoising resultHow to improve your denoising result
without changing your denoising algorithm:without changing your denoising algorithm:

1. Apply denoising algorithm to 1. Apply denoising algorithm to transformtransform of image, not to image itself of image, not to image itself





1. Given a denoising method, it's better to project the noisy image into a moving 1. Given a denoising method, it's better to project the noisy image into a moving 
frame and to denoise these components, than to denoise the image directlyframe and to denoise these components, than to denoise the image directly



2. Along contours, the PSNR of the components is higher than that of the image2. Along contours, the PSNR of the components is higher than that of the image



3. Reconstruction (denoised components      denoised image) is extremely simple3. Reconstruction (denoised components      denoised image) is extremely simple

















Adding noiseAdding noise



Film grain emulationFilm grain emulation



Submitted, 2019













Color mismatch Color mismatch acrossacross cameras cameras



HaCohen 2011



sportsvideo.org



O. Schreer 2014



The Beat



Submitted, 2018



ARRI camera pipeline (T. Seybold)





























                    Reference                  Source             Ground truth             Other                    ProposedReference                  Source             Ground truth             Other                    Proposed





Now for some (mostly artistic) applicationsNow for some (mostly artistic) applications



Shared limitation of digital cinema and film:Shared limitation of digital cinema and film:
adjustment of color and contrast to emulate perceptionadjustment of color and contrast to emulate perception









Trying to take digitally acquired images and achieve a traditionally 
cinematic look using mere color grading is more problematic than 
often recognized, because color grading tools in their current 
state are simply too clunky for that kind of crafting. Though color 
grading may seem complex given the vast number of buttons, 
knobs and switches on the control surface, that is only the user 
interface: the underlying math that the software uses to transform 
the image is too primitive and simple to achieve the type of 
transformations I'm talking about here.

“On color science for filmmakers”, Steve Yedlin, ASC



Problem: color perception not solved!Problem: color perception not solved!









































National GeographicNational Geographic











G. MarcuG. Marcu







The Beat



MethodologyMethodology

Human vision superiority in Human vision superiority in 
many regards due to many regards due to better 
processing, not better , not better 
sensors.sensors.

Don't improve hardware: work outDon't improve hardware: work out  
software mimicking neural 
processes and visual perception, , 
apply to footage shot with regular apply to footage shot with regular 
cameras.cameras.



GoalsGoals

● Simpler shoots, with more controlSimpler shoots, with more control
● Automatic technical gradeAutomatic technical grade
● Automatic conversion between standard color gamutsAutomatic conversion between standard color gamuts
● New aesthetic through improved emulation of perceptionNew aesthetic through improved emulation of perception



Tone mappingTone mapping



10,000:110,000:1 1,000:11,000:1 100:1100:1



www.arri.comwww.arri.com







Gamut mappingGamut mapping









Original



Clipping



http://vk.com/3dlutcreator



http://vk.com/3dlutcreator



Efficiency in the human visual systemEfficiency in the human visual system



Attneave (1954), Barlow (1961)Attneave (1954), Barlow (1961)
Laughlin (1981), Atick (1992)Laughlin (1981), Atick (1992)

Van Hatteren (1997), Smimakis et al. (1997), Brenner et al. (2000)Van Hatteren (1997), Smimakis et al. (1997), Brenner et al. (2000)



Efficient coding: histogram equalizationEfficient coding: histogram equalization

Olshausen and Field (2000), adapted from Laughlin (1981)Olshausen and Field (2000), adapted from Laughlin (1981)



Efficient coding: spectrum whiteningEfficient coding: spectrum whitening

Olshausen and Field (2000)Olshausen and Field (2000)



Efficient wiring: local contrast enhancementEfficient wiring: local contrast enhancement

Martínez et al. (2014)Martínez et al. (2014)Attick (1992)Attick (1992)



Vision models for adapting the color gamutVision models for adapting the color gamut



Histogram equalizationHistogram equalization



Histogram equalizationHistogram equalization



A variational method for perceptual color and A variational method for perceptual color and 
contrast enhancement (Bertalmío et al. 2007)contrast enhancement (Bertalmío et al. 2007)















National GeographicNational Geographic











Connection with neuroscienceConnection with neuroscience

Bressloff et al.  (2002)Bressloff et al.  (2002)



Connection with neuroscienceConnection with neuroscience

Bressloff et al.  (2002)Bressloff et al.  (2002)



SSVM 2019SSVM 2019









γ > 0 γ < 0













Works also if applied to ab of Lab (Zamir et al, IEEE-TIP 2017)Works also if applied to ab of Lab (Zamir et al, IEEE-TIP 2017)
and to S of HSV (Zamir et al, CIC 2017)and to S of HSV (Zamir et al, CIC 2017)



Submitted





Kim, Batard and Bertalmío, Vision Sciences Society 
Annual Meeting 2016







Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect



V’ = V(S/S’)V’ = V(S/S’)ρρ

Brightness model by Pridmore (2009)Brightness model by Pridmore (2009)









Vision models for perceived contrastVision models for perceived contrast



Zabaleta and Bertalmío, SMPTE 2018Zabaleta and Bertalmío, SMPTE 2018
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Efficient coding: histogram equalizationEfficient coding: histogram equalization

Wark et al. (2007), adapted from Laughlin (1981)Wark et al. (2007), adapted from Laughlin (1981)









































On the limitations of Linear+Nonlinear models for visionOn the limitations of Linear+Nonlinear models for vision





CVPR 2019









The linear receptive field is the foundation of vision modelsThe linear receptive field is the foundation of vision models

From Carandini et al. 2005: “At the basis of most current models of neurons in the From Carandini et al. 2005: “At the basis of most current models of neurons in the 
early visual system is the concept of linear receptive field. The receptive field is early visual system is the concept of linear receptive field. The receptive field is 
commonly used to describe the properties of an image that modulates the commonly used to describe the properties of an image that modulates the 
responses of a visual neuron. More formally, the concept of a receptive field is responses of a visual neuron. More formally, the concept of a receptive field is 
captured in a model that includes a linear filter as its first stage. Filtering involves captured in a model that includes a linear filter as its first stage. Filtering involves 
multiplying the intensities at each local region of an image (the value of each pixel) multiplying the intensities at each local region of an image (the value of each pixel) 
by the values of a filter and summing the weighted image intensities.”by the values of a filter and summing the weighted image intensities.”



Inherent problems with using a linear RF as the basis of a vision modelInherent problems with using a linear RF as the basis of a vision model

The RF of a neuron is characterized by finding the linear filter that provides the The RF of a neuron is characterized by finding the linear filter that provides the 
best correlation between visual input (often, white noise) and neuron response. best correlation between visual input (often, white noise) and neuron response. 

The problem: model performance degrades quickly if any aspect of the stimulus, The problem: model performance degrades quickly if any aspect of the stimulus, 
like the spatial frequency or the contrast, is changed, because like the spatial frequency or the contrast, is changed, because the resulting RF the resulting RF 
depends on the stimulus, due to the fact that the visual system is nonlineardepends on the stimulus, due to the fact that the visual system is nonlinear   
(see for instance Wandell 1995).(see for instance Wandell 1995).



From Olshausen and Field 2005:From Olshausen and Field 2005:

““Everyone knows that neurons are nonlinear, but few have acknowledged the Everyone knows that neurons are nonlinear, but few have acknowledged the 
implications for studying cortical function. Unlike linear systems, where there exist implications for studying cortical function. Unlike linear systems, where there exist 
mathematically tractable textbook methods for system identification, nonlinear mathematically tractable textbook methods for system identification, nonlinear 
systems cannot be teased apart using some straightforward, structuralist systems cannot be teased apart using some straightforward, structuralist 
approach. That is, there is no unique ’basis set’ with which one can probe the approach. That is, there is no unique ’basis set’ with which one can probe the 
system to characterize its behavior in general. Nevertheless, the structuralist system to characterize its behavior in general. Nevertheless, the structuralist 
approach has formed the bedrock of V1 physiology for the past four decades. approach has formed the bedrock of V1 physiology for the past four decades. 
Researchers have probed neurons with spots, edges, gratings, and a variety of Researchers have probed neurons with spots, edges, gratings, and a variety of 
mathematically elegant functions in the hope that the true behavior of neurons can mathematically elegant functions in the hope that the true behavior of neurons can 
be explained in terms of some simple function of these components. However, the be explained in terms of some simple function of these components. However, the 
evidence that this approach has been successful is lacking. We simply have no evidence that this approach has been successful is lacking. We simply have no 
reason to believe that a population of interacting neurons can be reduced in this reason to believe that a population of interacting neurons can be reduced in this 
way.”way.”



From Carandini et al. 2005: From Carandini et al. 2005: 

““In the past few years, a number of laboratories have begun using natural scenes In the past few years, a number of laboratories have begun using natural scenes 
as stimuli when recording from neurons in the visual pathway. These models can as stimuli when recording from neurons in the visual pathway. These models can 
typically explain between 30 and 40 per cent of the response variance of V1 typically explain between 30 and 40 per cent of the response variance of V1 
neurons. It’s sobering to realize that the receptive field component per se, which is neurons. It’s sobering to realize that the receptive field component per se, which is 
the bread and butter of the standard model, accounts for so little of the response the bread and butter of the standard model, accounts for so little of the response 
variance. Moreover, the way in which these models fail does not leave one variance. Moreover, the way in which these models fail does not leave one 
optimistic that the addition of modulatory terms or pointwise nonlinearities will fix optimistic that the addition of modulatory terms or pointwise nonlinearities will fix 
matters.”matters.”



From Olshausen 2013: From Olshausen 2013: 

““The problem is not just that we lack the proper data, but that we don’t even have The problem is not just that we lack the proper data, but that we don’t even have 
the right conceptual framework for thinking about what is happening. The vast the right conceptual framework for thinking about what is happening. The vast 
majority of experiments that claim to measure and characterize ’receptive fields’ majority of experiments that claim to measure and characterize ’receptive fields’ 
were conducted assuming a linear systems identification framework. We are now were conducted assuming a linear systems identification framework. We are now 
discovering that for many V1 neurons these receptive field models perform poorly discovering that for many V1 neurons these receptive field models perform poorly 
in predicting responses to complex, time-varying natural images. My own view is in predicting responses to complex, time-varying natural images. My own view is 
that the standard model is not just in need of revision, it is the wrong starting point that the standard model is not just in need of revision, it is the wrong starting point 
and needs to be discarded altogether. What is needed in its place is a model that and needs to be discarded altogether. What is needed in its place is a model that 
embraces the true biophysical complexity and structure of cortical micro-circuits, embraces the true biophysical complexity and structure of cortical micro-circuits, 
especially dendritic nonlinearities.”especially dendritic nonlinearities.”



ConclusionsConclusions

Vision models in cinema allow for:Vision models in cinema allow for:
● Simpler shoots, more controlSimpler shoots, more control
● Automatic technical grade and color gamut conversionAutomatic technical grade and color gamut conversion
● New artistic toolsNew artistic tools

Efficient coding theory is very effective Efficient coding theory is very effective 

Cinema professionals may contribute to vision science by Cinema professionals may contribute to vision science by 
optimizing modelsoptimizing models



http://ip4ec.upf.edu/http://ip4ec.upf.edu/



Financial supportFinancial support

http://ip4ec.upf.edu/


Thank youThank you
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